PROPOSED SECTION OF RAISED TABLE

EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY

PROPOSED CARRIAGEWAY TO BE PLANED AND RESURFACED WITH 40mm AC10 DENSE SURFACE COURSE

EXISTING GULLY TO REMAIN

PROPOSED 150MM INTERNAL DIAMETER THERMABLOCK PVC-U DRAIN SPECIFIED AS TYPE Z OF SEWFSD/0502.05 IN TRENCH.

APPROXIMATE LINE OF EXISTING CCC LATERAL DRAINAGE CONNECTION

APPROXIMATE LINE OF EXISTING WELSH WATER COMBINED SEWER

EXISTING SCHOOL GATEWAY POSTS AND SIGNS

NEW SCHOOL GATEWAY POSTS AND SIGNS

KEY

KERBING

HB2 - HALF BATTERED KERB LAID AT 100mm UPSTAND (125x255mm)

BN6 - BULL NOSED KERB LAID AT 6mm UPSTAND (125x255mm)

TR - TRANSITION KERB (125x255mm)

EF - FLAT EDGING KERB (50x200mm)

NOTES

ALL KERBING TO TIE INTO EXISTING FOR CONSTRUCTION